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Kamini Avril
The process by which an image is revealed—discovered—is an active involvement 
with materials; charcoal, oil, paint, rags, brushes, knives, hands, fingers, arms, core 

—all fused in motion. From out of this stew, sometimes simmering, often at a rolling 
boil, an image appears, which begins to speak an intimate and revelatory language. 

Increasingly for me, the visual, formal elements are a vital ground preventing an 
image from being taken over by a literal narrative and keeping the visual experience 
rooted in itself.  But the first intimation of an image is the most exciting—that hover-
ing between not seeing and seeing, when finally, the seer sees herself.

Deborah Kahn 
For me, painting is a journey that often begins in confusion and ends with what is 
knowable. For days, weeks, usually months, I intuitively weave color planes across 
the canvas surface. This process of lacing color marks remains constant; what 
changes is that the color marks begin to appear as images. The images that emerge 
are suggestive of figuration. Figure groups begin to appear. The painting reveals 
itself—the fiction on the canvas becomes real and I work to realize the image.

Lynn Kotula
My cats have always drawn me to them with their spiraling, hidden forms. This 
year, for the first time, I drew them exclusively in pen—no erasing. The pen forces 
me to keep moving, moving, helping me to see the cat in motion. (What one learns—
quickly —is that one’s kitty, who seems always to be asleep, is really only moving 
from one pose to another, always in motion.)

Younghee Choi Martin
The two paintings appear closely related: a vulnerable recumbent figure with a 
standing woman occupying the central position, which is framed by large drapes 
that separate the interior space from a view outside. The compositional form began 



with fragmentary ideas suggesting scenes from Orestia (Aeschylean trilogy). The 
motivic development starts with rhythmic lines throughout, followed by bits of 
shapes, patches of colors, an array of textures, etc.

The process is in a constant revision: searching for forms that feel right; weighing rela-
tionships between parts; enlivening the canvas surface with brush work, patches of color 
smears; erasing and recapturing the lost forms; keeping the entirety fresh and open.

Both paintings share the same subject matter, motif, and compositional ideas but 
conceived of in a different color scheme. Each work reverberates with very different 
expression and meaning. 

Naomi Nemtzow
My process is an ongoing effort to make sense of the world and of my experience in 
it, using visual means. Whether I’m studying a Master’s painting—such as Bellini’s St. 
Francis in the Desert—or observing a landscape, or even inventing from imagination, 
I construct with planes of color that are carefully calibrated in relation to each other.  
Against these color planes, rhythms of line and contour emerge. I typically work 
through many iterations of a given subject, discovering  relationships of color and 
line that carry meaning.

Mark Lewis
I don’t have a preconception of what will happen in my work whether I’m working 
perceptually on the street or working in the studio inventing one of my street fiction 
pieces.  The mystery of the daily experience is extremely satisfying. The transfor-
mation of the work is revealed in the daily dialogue of engagement and response. 
The street fiction pieces included in this exhibit start with an inclination or sense of 
empathy for a form usually prompted by a previous work. Step by step and mark by 
mark a human experience is revealed in paint, surface, subject, form, light, space and 
by the invitation of one color asking for another color.

Jeremy Long
Tackling the problems of creating paintings as spatial worlds rather then mere 
images is of interest to me. This can also be thought of as advocating thoughtfulness 
over excitement, or poetic meaning over novelty.

Gael Mooney
These three portraits of gisants (the French term for reclining tomb effigy) spanning 
nearly a decade were done from direct observation on the interior premises of a 12th 
century Gothic cathedral in France, the Saint-Denis Basilica.  My work at the Basilica 
explores the duality between the weight and solidity of stone and the fleeting, ephem-



eral effects of color and light emanating from the stained glass windows and the 
meaning inherent in this uplifting process of transformation. My approach is similar 
to that of a landscape painter.  Except that a 12th century cathedral is no ordinary land-
scape but a sacred one in which every element (sculpture, architecture, stained glass 
and light) reverberates with symbolic meaning. Rather than attempting to capture a 
fleeting moment in time, my aim is to immerse myself in this incessant process of flux 
and change to see where it may lead and how it may transform my vision.

Tony Serio
In painting from observation, my process is improvisational, always anticipating 
what comes next. This demands an immediate urgent response in translating what I 
perceive. At the same time, I’m less anxious to resolve the painting and more willing 
to sustain a less resolved state reconsidering each move. The marks of the brush and 
palette knife articulate opposing spatial gestures of tree limbs and foliage building 
the painting’s structure. After a while, I start to see relationships within nature’s 
chaos. Only when my painting moves have certain gravity and position, do I know 
I’m onto something.

Rachel Siporin
Reflection and revision are essential in my artistic process. However, these drypoint 
intaglio prints on copper have provided me with insight on a new way of working. I 
can barely read the image I incise on the reflective copper plate. Yet, when the dry-
point is inked and wiped, run through the press, and the paper is pulled from the 
plate, what is revealed is gutsy, immediate and rarely revised.

Grier Torrence
In these three large paintings—Awards, The Day the World Gets Round, and The Cup 
That I Drink—the process was intuitive. Gathering and reflection led to painting, one 
area to the next, and then overall, in an additive process that later became edited in 
accord with realizations. In the end, harmony was discovered within intervals and 
notions of emphasis. Abstraction and figuration met in a balance of intention and 
surprise within a dialectic between story and form.


